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1. Introduction 

The electronic quasi-partide spectrum of metals below the Fermi energy JSj? 
is well known from photocmission experiments. M'ieh less information is as yet 
available on the electron states well above Ef. These slates do not show up di
rectly as peaks in photoeicctron energy distribution curves (EDC's), but they arc, 
as Glial states, important for the identification of the initial states in photocmb-
siou and their lifetime contributes to the pc;ik width in the photoemission EDC. 
It is therefore desirable to obtain reliable first-hand information on the energy 
levels of these higher states and on their lifetimes. It is shown in this work that 
a method to determine the electronic structure at higher energies with high ac
curacy is to measure the electron current 1(E) absorbed by a clean single-crystal 
surface (target current) as a function of the primary electron energy. 

The absorbed electron current can be written as I = J<^l-R), wh«rt to i* 
the primary current and R is the total reflectivity. R consists of two terms, an 
clastic contribution Re, and an inelastic part V?;. Re is the usual low-energy elec
tron diffraction (LEED) reflectivity and is calculated within the framework or a 
dynamical LEED theory'1'. Since /? e has a (local) maximum when the electron 
onctgy falls in a bandgap of Ww quasi-p article bandstmctutc, it is to be expected 
that the absorbed current as a function of energy is modulated in correlation 
with the bandstructure. Furthermore, due to the spin dependence of the band-
structure and of the absorptive potential of fcrromagnets, spin-dependent effects 
arc to be expected, which will be explored in future studies!3'. 

2. Apparatus 

We irindp use of the surface analysis facility at SLAC'3', which provided 
the ultrahigh-vacuum surrounding and surface analysis facilities for the present 
c.xnvruuvtit. Tlw ptessutv was ia the lew 1Q~'° Tmt range, and tac sample nonld 
be cleaned by ion etching and heating. Surface conditions have been determined 
by LEE1) and Auger-spectroscopy. The sample was a thin disk of high-purity 
FV( 100), polished mechanically and chemically, and cleaned in-situ by repeated 
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ion etching and heating. It was mounted to a Nb sample bolder. Prior to 
insertion into the vacuum chamber it had been demagnetized. Tbe sample was 
also heated to 1.04 times the Curie temperature in vacuo several times. When 
performing the absorbed current measurements, the sample was transferred t>> a 
magnetically shielded region (Bo *-' ImG), which also covered the electron gun. 
For enabling measurements at different polar angles of incidence, the sample was 
attached to a rotary feedthrough. To avoid charging effects at low energies, it 
was found necessary to plate the surfaces surrounding the sample by a Liver of 
gold. 

The electron current was provided by a five-electrode electron gun with an 
orienteii single crystal LaB$ rod cathode (Fig. 1). By means of x-y deflection 
plates the beam could be scanned across the sample and its holder, and an image 
was produced on a TV monitor. This enabled us to estimate the width of the 
electron beam as a function of incident energy, and by choosing suitable oper
ation conditions of the gun, a virtually constant beam size at the sample could 
be obtained between 2 and 100 eV electron energy. By electron ray tracing, em
ploying the "Charged Particle Ray Simulator and Monitor"'4', it was determined 
that no intermediate focusing occured in this enc-gy range. The target current 
was measured with an analog electrometer coupled (via an A/D converter) to 
a computer operating in multipass averaging mode. The electron energy was 
ramped by applying tt ramp voltage to the cath<"k> and the first three lens de
ments. Data of about 100 runs were accumulated. 

3. Experimental Results 

In Fig. 2B, the tnrgnt. current to the Kef 100) sample is shown for norm:il 
iticidence, normalized to the primary current, It is observed that the current 
reaches its maximum value within an enersrv range corresponding to the energy 
width of the electron beam (0.3 eV). The relative absorption is close to 1. It 
then decays smoothly until it crosses through aero (not shown) at about 110 
eV. The smooth daeroas*' of absorbed current is interpret! as resulting from 
the increase in escape cone for inelastiealiy scattered electrons Superimposi-d 
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arc small structure* which are enhanced in Fi{[. 2b by calculating the second 
derivative This procedure also eliminate;; the smoothly varying background. 
The smoothed second derivative is obtained from a cubic spline fit^' to the data. 
Further details and d;ita obtained at other aitglc of incidence will be published 
ebewhere'''. 

4. Theoretical Interpretation 

The target current (normalized to the primary current) can be expressed as 

; ( / 0 - I - * « ( E ) - * , ( £ ) , (1) 

where /?[ and //,• arc the elastic nnd the inelastic rejection coefficients, respec
tively. Siucc ft, is a comparatively slowly varying function Df energy, we focus 
on IirV&), which is the sum of the intensities of the LHED beams leaving the 
surface at energy t". As is well known, the energetic positions of structures in 
/?((K) depend Tor given .surface geometry and ion-core potential - mainly on 
the real part Vr(E) of the inner potential, v̂hilo their width is determined by the 
absorptive potential V,(E). Comparison with experimental target current data 
therefore provides information on these potential contributions. 

We have performed dynamical LEED calculations^ for Fe(lOO), assuming 
the real inner potential as VT{E) = I4.bexp{-E/E0) (oV) with Ee = 350.0 eV<6) 
and the imaginary potential as a preliminary form covering the energj' range 
between the vacuum level and tibml 60 eV above it a» V&E\ *= 0.7 + oE eV 
with a = 0 oil. Tin* wond derivative -/?"(K), which should (cf. cq. (])) be the 
dominant factor for the target current second derivative /"(E), was calculated 
from the theoretical /?((Fi) values by employing the spline fit routine'5) with the 
same parameters as «err used for the experimental data. The built bandstructurc 
(above vacuum level) was calculated using the same real potential as in the LGED 
calculation. 

TlK-oretic.il results for (l-f? f| and its second derivative are shown in Fig. 2c. 
ll is seen that the fine structures agree well between theory and experiment, 
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and also the amplitude ratios are »pialiti»!ivoiy reproduced. The clow fit of the 
experimental /*(E) uith the theoretical -WJ?|K) results indicate* tb.it incline 
proccsses do indeed nut produce Mgnilif&at structures. By comparing uith the 
calculated bandstrurture along r - II (Fig. 2d), it is concluded that the features 
ran all be regard'-d as hand-structure effects. The theoretical interpretatkm mill 
he given in more detail elsewhere'1'. The minima in the second derivative corre
spond to maxima in the absorbed current. They do not occur at the maximum 
density of states since there the group velocity is two. but shifted <dightfy away 
from the band edges into the band*. This kind of correlation has rwcntiy also 
been found in angle-resolved sner-ndary electron emission from <*n( 100}"' Lf&ft 
beam emergence thresholds are observed weakly as structure around 1ft and 3.'-
eV in the calculation, but thoy are ittoo much weaker than the fettturew iwHnciaW 
with the handstructure. 

6. Conclusion 

The nlisorbwi electron current in tbc r'i'(IOO) ourfacp or. n function of energy 
displays a significant amount of sirucliiros wjiieh is cloudy related m Uic butt 
bandslmcture nbove the vacuum We!, Good agreement exists with 1he elastic 
reflection coefficient calculated by dynamical I,EED theory. Tin- low-energy I"1"1 

of the 1(E) curve contains information cm the surface potential barrier, which still 
is the subject of further investigation. 
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7. Figure Captions 

1 E\iH>rimrn!(il nrnuiRvnirnt 

2a Normalized ab«»rbvd ^ m o t l(K| fur flerti as normally in<-i<ta>t nu an 
F«J 100} surface twrergy K irhttvc M> the vacuum JHI»»;. 

2b Smooths wvond derivative »f (he ab«jrk»«d I-IWM »: t4rinlrarjr uttuM 

2c Spin-averag^ theatrical wwilts f<* I - R»(ttl (• • •' *»*' - tf-iMMMi1'2 

(—, arhHraiy unit!!), wtart tf, n> <ln'*la*ik Mto-mny 

2d Bulk Uandstrrtfttm' of U- akutfi Hi* i' • H din-Hfon 
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